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ABSTRACT
CoinGecko reports that the total market capitalization of cryptocurrencies is 2.8 trillion US
dollars as of December 2021. According to Statista.com, there are nearly six thousand
crypto coins and over ten thousand tokens around the globe at present (2022). The
crypto market has grown over 600 percent from $397 billion as of November 3rd of 2020
and added nearly 1 trillion US dollars in just a little over a month.
Cryptocurrency and blockchain technology is the future of the world. It can solve our
many problems and open a whole new world of opportunities and human freedom.
This paper introduces a project called "Fertile Land" that aims to create a bridge between
the gaming and crypto industries to maximise gammers' benefits.
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THE MARKET
In 2021, the Gaming Market was valued at USD 198.40 billion, and it is expected to reach
a value of USD 339.95 billion by 2027, registering a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 8.94% over 2022-2027. DataReporal reported that the number of total internet
users increased by 7.7% in 2021 compared to a year before. Furthermore, the number
increased by 4% to 4,950 million in January 2022 compared to January 2021, when the
users totaled 4,758 million.
As more and more people are starting to use the internet, the growth potential of internetbased gaming industry is huge. On the other hand, over 300 million people worldwide use
cryptocurrencies on a daily basis. This makes the perfect opportunity to integrate crypto
into the online gaming industry.
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INTRODUCING FERTILE LAND
Fertile Land is a gaming platform that aims to bring the benefits of using cryptocurrencies
in the gaming industry. The platform will allow users to play popular games, challenge
each other and earn cryptos while playing their favourite game. Fertile Land will also have
its native games and cryptocurrency.
Unlike other gaming platforms, Fertile Land allows users to challenge using their favourite
digital currencies and do not force them to use native TFH crypto tokens. In addition to
that, it provides users with a very simple and seamless way to withdraw their earnings to
their wallet of choice outside of the platform.
Moreover, Fertile Land has partnered up with many popular games to list on the platform
along with native platform-only exclusive games. It will ensure a user always finds his
favorite game and can explore thousands of other games.

How it works
Firstly, gamers have to register to the Fertile Land platform and create a free account.
They will be able to connect their wallet to the platform and buy, swap or exchange the
native crypto token $TFH.
Then, gamers can challenge each other within the Fertile Land platform. Additionally,
they can build a team and challenge other teams. The winning team will be awarded
$TFH tokens. Other users can bet on their favorite team and earn $TFH if their team
wins.
All the digital assets users own within the game are empirically their, and they can do
whatever they want with them. The more time a user spends playing a P2E game, the
more items he/she can earn. Users can also sell these in-game items for any
cryptocurrency in various popular marketplaces.
In the past year or so, cryptocurrencies, non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and their underlying
technology blockchain has gained immense popularity. And being at the forefront of
technological innovation, the gaming industry also incorporated some new technologies.
The result was the birth of the P2E model.
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In our fertile land platform, all the digital assets you own within the game are empirically
yours, and you can do whatever you want with them. The more time you spend playing a
P2E game, the more items you can earn. You can then sell these in-game items for real
currency in various marketplaces.
In our platform rules, children are not allowed. this technology is in a nascent stage.
There haven’t been any studies detailing the impact this gaming model could have on
people, especially children. Let’s do a deep dive and weigh the potential pros and cons of
the P2E model.

Opportunity to earn real money
The P2E model has the potential to revolutionize the gaming industry, according to
industry experts. As stated above, in the early days of gaming, people would play games
to relax or experience interactive storytelling. Gradually, social elements like multiplayer
games came about, where players could play against each other or together with a
shared goal. These multiplayer games also introduced in-game economies where players
could buy and sell items. However, these in-game items were still not connected to realworld money or finance and continued to benefit the developers of the game.
The fertile land platform will aim to provide an added incentive for players who want to
spend more time in a virtual environment without worrying about losing what they earn in
the game. The more they play, the more in-game items they can collect. These in-game
items can then be traded for crypto or real currency. P2E gamers can earn money for
doing what they love – playing video games.
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THE NATIVE TOKEN
The first cryptocurrency called Bitcoin was launched in 2009, and since then, people have
started to realize the true potential of this decentralized asset. Similarly, to enrich user
experience and benefits, Fertile Land has its native cryptocurrency called TFH token, with
a max supply of 500 million.
Using the TFH token, gamers can buy in-game skills, upgrade their characters and
enhance their experience on the platform. Additionally, users can also trade, swap, or
exchange their $TFH with other cryptocurrencies and easily withdraw their holdings to
any wallet. Besides, anyone in the crypto space can invest and hold $TFH as an
investment.
TFH token utilizes blockchain for maximum user benefits and community transparency. It
also makes sure that every user gets the best possible security and safety features.
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TOKENOMICS
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ROADMAP
PHASE 01 - JULY 2022
TFH Token Launch on
Centralized Platforms.

PHASE 02 - OCTOBER
2022
TFH Token Launch on
Centralized Platforms.

PHASE 03 - JANUARY
2023
Start Launching Fertile
Land Exclusive Games.

PHASE 04 - MARCH
2023
Launch of Native Fertile
Land App.
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BLOCKCHAIN OF CHOICE: BSC
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is a blockchain network built for running smart contractbased applications. Also, it runs parallel with Binance’s Binance Smart Chain (BSC) and
Binance’s native Binance Chain (BC), which allows users to get the best of both worlds.
BSC blockchain network built for running smart contract-based applications supports any
Ethereum-compatible smart contracts.
Additionally, BSC combines delegated proof-of-stake (PoS) and proof-of-authority (PoA)
to achieve network consensus and maintain blockchain security. It makes Binance Smart
Chain (BSC) the perfect blockchain network for the TFH token.

PARTNERS
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CONTACT US
https://t.me/fertilelandTFH
@landtfh
https://discord.gg/V6F7ZJUT
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Fertile Land - TFH
Fertile Land - TFH
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